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NEED FOR THE DIGEST
Peace and Conflict Studies (henceforth: Peace Science) has emerged as an academic discipline with its own
graduate programs, handbooks, research tools, theories, associations, journals, and conferences. As with most
scientific communities, the slow migration of academic knowledge into practical application becomes a limiting
factor of a field’s growth, its impact, and the overall effectiveness of its practitioners.
The expanding academic field of Peace Science continues to produce high volumes of significant research that
often goes unnoticed by practitioners, the media, activists, public policy-makers, and other possible beneficiaries.
This is unfortunate, because Peace Science ultimately should inform the practice on how to bring about peace.
The research and theory needed to guide peace workers to produce more enduring and positive peace,
not only more peace studies, have come to stay. Bridging the gap between the peace movement
moralism and foreign policy pragmatism is a major challenge facing everyone who seeks to achieve
peace on Earth. (Johan Galtung and Charles Webel)
To address this issue, the War Prevention Initiative has created the Peace Science Digest as a way to
disseminate top selections of research and findings from the field’s academic community to its many beneficiaries.
The Peace Science Digest is formulated to enhance awareness of scholarship addressing the key issues of our
time by making available an organized, condensed, and comprehensible summary of this important research as a
resource for the practical application of the field’s current academic knowledge.

Print subscriptions of the Peace Science Digest are available. We offer education
discounts for libraries, students, and faculty, and bulk discounts if you are interested in
more than one copy.
Help us offset a portion of our editorial costs by considering a print subscription.
For more information, please visit www.PeaceScienceDigest.org/subscribe or call us at
+1-503-505-5721.

Photo Credit: Joanna Kosinska on Unsplash

Printed on FSC certified environmentally friendly paper
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
We are pleased to share with you Volume 3, Issue 6, of the Peace Science Digest.
On the threshold of 2019, we reflect on the significant, often troubling, events of 2018. The past year presented numerous
challenges and upsets—but also victories—for those of us focusing on peace, justice, and war prevention issues. While
the political and social climate remains tense, it is important to acknowledge the hard work of thousands of activists,
practitioners, and scholars determined to resist policies and practices that are destructive to humans and the planet. May we
all continue this effort in the new year.
The editorial team of the Peace Science Digest remains committed to presenting timely analysis of peace and conflict
research to inform the adoption of viable nonviolent alternatives to war and violence. In 2019, we re-affirm our commitment
to this work and will continue to provide useful, accessible analyses of important research, taking to heart this sentiment from
one of the articles featured in this issue:
"We as scholars also seem to do a poor job of explaining often complex data operations and statistical analyses;
if we are aiming to better inform practice, then we need to write in a way that is accessible to those without
quantitative backgrounds or interests... Doing so will take what often seems abstract to the concrete and, therefore,
become more informative."
As made evident by our Gender & Conflict special issue, gender relations play an important role in conflict and society.
Although progress is still needed, we are witnessing hopeful advances, from the legalization of women’s driving in Saudi
Arabia to the defeat of an abortion ban in Ireland, from a female-majority cabinet in Spain to record-setting representation by
women—and women from non-dominant groups—in U.S. midterm elections. We too are making our small contribution. In
our ongoing effort to improve the Digest, we have prioritized the goal of striving toward gender parity in all of the research we
analyze. We are proud to announce that all future issues will be published with a commitment to gender parity in the authors
we feature.
Inside this issue, we start off with an article that discusses the rationale for the existence of the Digest—the growing
communication gap between the practitioner and academic communities—and how addressing this gap can lead to more
informed and useful research. Next, we look at research on Gender Advisors in militaries and their role in furthering the
United Nations’ Women, Peace and Security (WPS) agenda. The third analysis gives us a look into a new course that uses
podcasts to help teach complex topics on peace and war, considering how emerging technologies can be a useful tool in
peace education. We then turn to a case study analysis of the 2013-2014 “Kerry Initiative” in Palestine and Israel, exploring
the steps conflict parties and third parties can take when negotiations are still premature. The last analysis addresses the
European Union’s efforts to incorporate an inclusive “Whole-of-Society” approach into their peacebuilding projects in Georgia
and Yemen, highlighting the importance of—but also challenges associated with—including marginalized communities in
peacebuilding processes.
Your Peace Science Digest Editorial Team,

Patrick Hiller
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Bridging the Gap: How to Make Peace
Research More Useful

Source | Nathan, L., DeRouen, Jr., K., & Lounsbery, M. O. (2018). Civil war conflict resolution from the perspectives of the practitioner and the academic.
Peace & Change, 43(3), 344-370.

Keywords
academic research
research relevance
practitioner/academic divide

Civil wars have become an increasingly prevalent form of violent conflict.
Scholars and practitioners have devoted more attention to improving the
methods used to transform these conflicts nonviolently, particularly how
to approach civil war mediation. The various academic and practitioner
communities working to improve these methods, however, often differ
in their beliefs about and approaches to helping violent parties end civil
war. The academic community, for example, examines civil war peace
processes from a variety of perspectives, hoping to address the problem
though the accumulation of knowledge and actionable research. However,
as this article demonstrates, the research conducted by the academic

Continued reading:
Professors, We Need You! By Nicholas Kristof. The New York Times, February 15, 2014.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/16/opinion/sunday/kristof-professors-we-needyou.html?_r=1
3 Ways to Make Research More Accessible
to the Public
By Anna Ehler. The Wiley Network, July 14, 2017.
https://hub.wiley.com/community/exchanges/
discover/blog/2017/07/13/3-ways-to-makeresearch-more-accessible-to-the-public

community often falls short of adequately informing policy and practice.
To address this problem, the authors of this article offer observations and
recommendations to help bridge the important “theory-to-practice divide.”
The authors begin by providing a review of the academic research on civil
war peace processes to try to understand how scholars have approached
the topic thus far. They then turn to the potential relevance of civil war
research, asking what type of academic knowledge is most desired by
mediation policy-makers and practitioners. The authors conclude with
a discussion on how scholarship on civil war mediation is generally
perceived by practitioners and offer recommendations to the academic
community on how to improve the “usefulness” of their research.
A review of the academic research on civil war peace processes reveals that
scholars typically tend to focus their work on individual aspects and/or
phases of these processes. First, research regarding efforts to bring parties
to the negotiating table has found that mediators are helpful, especially in
the context of asymmetric power dynamics, in building the trust necessary
for negotiations to begin. Thus, civil wars often necessitate an outside
third party to help address the conflict and its underlying grievances.
From here, research has revealed that territorial, internationalized, and
longer-lasting wars are more likely to experience mediation and that
more intense wars are more likely to attract the attention of potential
mediators, though these mediators are less effective when they arrive late
to the conflict after “harder lines are drawn” by the conflict parties. Other
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prominent findings in civil war research include the importance of conflict
“ripeness” in the timing of mediation initiatives; crafting peace agreements
with “the understanding that the document itself is not only supposed to
stop the violence, but also address underlying grievances to better avoid
conflict recurrence”; and creating a “postsettlement environment” after
an agreement is signed that assists with the normalization of intergroup
relations and addresses lingering grievances and commitment problems
between conflict parties.
Turning to an analysis of the type of academic research most desired
by mediation policy-makers and practitioners, the authors survey the
many factors contributing to the communication gap between research
and policy or practice. The field’s research findings often include policy
recommendations, but for various reasons the authors address, the
recommendations rarely translate into changed practice or policy. Some of
the obstacles to effective communication between the academic community
and policy-makers or practitioners include the following: a mis-match
between the research needs of policy-makers and practitioners and the
research conducted by scholars; the mediation community's perception of
academic research; the focus, practicality, and accessibility of the research;
and difficulties associated with the existing ways research can be acquired.
The authors find that practitioners are least receptive to large statistical
studies that have become increasingly common in civil war mediation
research. This is largely because practitioners “view every conflict as
distinct, dynamic, and complex,” and studies employing large-scale
statistical methodologies often over-generalize approaches to peacebuilding
and ignore many practitioners’ “preference for responsiveness and
flexibility.” This “flexibility” may be why practitioners prefer research
that offers comparative knowledge and more limited generalizations that
appreciate that every conflict is different, with unique elements particular
to each conflict environment; they place little trust in generalizations based
on collective data that ignore the unique challenges and specific elements
of each civil war. Practitioners and policy-makers are also interested in
context-specific knowledge, especially while working in the field on a
specific conflict where information about the conflict history, dynamics,
causes, parties, goals, issues in dispute, and so on is most valuable and
actionable. Also of value is comparative research like case studies where
mediators can draw on the insights, variations, and examples of others’
experiences, as well as the mediator-produced (or heavily influenced) “best

in the field. On the top of the list is
the need for more context-specific
knowledge such as case studies or
comparative studies that provide
direct insight into real-world
conflicts. Also important is the need
for research that examines civil war
peace processes beyond just the end
of violence or the signing of a peace
agreement—practitioners want to
know more about what happens
once the fighting stops, how
relationships between parties evolve
over time, and how best to approach
“repeated resolution attempts” if
the violence begins again in the
future. Finally, the authors point to
the ongoing failure of academics to
adequately explain the complex data,
statistical analyses, and findings of
their research: “if we are aiming to
better inform practice, then we need
to write in a way that is accessible
to those without quantitative
backgrounds or interests…doing so
will take what often seems abstract
to the concrete and, therefore,
become more informative.”

practices” research that provides overviews on key steps like “establishing
a mediation team, designing a mediation process, preparing an agenda for
talks, getting the parties to the table, facilitating dialogue and negotiations,
dealing with spoilers…” and so on.
The authors conclude with recommendations for academics on how best
to focus their research on material that is most needed by those working
7
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CONTEMPORARY RELEVANCE
Evidence supporting the communication gap between academics and practitioners is far from subtle. Practitioners often
comment on the lack of relevant research that can inform the needs of organizations, while academics might not get the full
access to the field they need to collect good data. Additionally, academics and practitioners tend to use different channels
of information sharing and gathering. The journal articles published in traditional academic journals are not regularly
consulted by practitioners, and articles written by practitioners or policy experts are infrequently read by academics. As a
result, academics have a limited knowledge of topics, concerns, and approaches relevant to those in the field, and practitioners
are unaware of the expertise available in our universities and how their own work might benefit future research. Access
to academic research is commonly restricted to institutional affiliation or expensive individual subscriptions. Journal
subscriptions are typically more than $150 a year, or around $30 for a single article. Even if someone outside the academic
community were able to avoid these obstacles, most literature offers little to no practical relevance or paths to implementation
apart from the possibility of a few lines in the conclusion. Additionally, studies have shown that, on average, academic peerreviewed papers are read by no more than ten people, and other studies have found that more than 50% of academic papers
are read by no more than three people—assuring an almost negligent impact on the practitioner community.
There are, however, numerous ways in which these communities can overcome these communication “roadblocks,” for
instance by using technology—like apps and other internet-based programs—more effectively to facilitate communication
in the face of institutional barriers to access that exist with many universities, organizations, and publishers; hosting events
where academics and practitioners interact to share their perspectives, increase mutual awareness, and determine pathways
toward collaboration; better integrating the experience and points of view of practitioners into graduate education (inviting
them as faculty or guest lecturers or putting greater emphasis on case studies in classroom teaching); incorporating practicum
components into university curricula that encourage students to work outside of the classroom to gain practical experience
and perspective; and creating task forces that combine the expertise of academics and practitioners in a way that cuts through
the “roadblocks” noted above to provide direct access and communication between both communities.

TALKING POINTS
•

Practitioners want more context-specific research from academics, such as case studies or comparative studies, that
provide direct insight into real-world conflicts.

•

To be more useful to practitioners, academics should consider providing research on events following peace agreements—
practitioners want to know more about what happens once the fighting stops, how relationships evolve over time, and
how best to approach “repeated resolution attempts” if the violence recurs.

•

Academics should improve the translation and explanation of their research (complex data, statistical analyses, etc.) into
more accessible findings for those outside of the academic community.
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
There are many benefits to improving communication and cooperation between
academics and practitioners, especially in the field of peace research. The
relationship improves the response and methods used when facing new and existing
challenges, as it provides practitioners with theoretical knowledge upon which to
base their programs and academics with practical insights and needs to improve
and better focus their research. By bridging the gap between the two communities’
distinct and valuable bodies of knowledge, academics and practitioners are poised
to collaborate on more effective projects to address the field’s pressing issues. If,
however, there is a disconnect between these two communities, the vital dialectical
relationship between academic and practitioner begins to dissolve—leading to less
relevant and informed research as well as slow or negligible advances in the field.
As the authors point out in their conclusion, one reason as to why communication
between these two communities suffers is because, commonly, academic literature
is difficult to read, understand, and access. Articles are often filled with technical
jargon or complicated statistical formulas, and access to most academic literature
is restricted to those with institutional affiliations or expensive individual
subscriptions. Even if someone outside the academic community might find a way to
avoid these obstacles, most research offers little to no practical relevance or paths to
implementation. Furthermore, the consequences of this communication gap expand
far beyond mere underachieved theoretical and practical advancement. Rather, the
greatest consequence relates to the goals of the field itself: bringing about a more
just and peaceful society. Ultimately, meaningful communication and collaboration
between theory and practice must be maintained in order to remain honest to the
field’s ambitions.
Peace researchers must become more active in building a bridge between the
academic and practitioner communities by producing policy-relevant, actionable
insight for policy-makers, as well as by facilitating contextual and practical dialogue
between themselves and the field’s practitioners. Likewise, academics from the field
of Peace and Conflict Studies can provide theoretical context on issues of war and
peace, opening up conceptual space for the broader public to question commonsense thinking about violence and to explore its alternatives.
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Gender Advisors in NATO Militaries

Source | Bastick, M., & Duncanson, C. (2018). Agents of change? Gender advisors in NATO militaries. International Peacekeeping, 25(4), 554-577.

Keywords
militarism

Women Peace and Security agenda

Military Gender Advisors
NATO
feminism

United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1325 and its
accompanying seven UNSCRs comprise the Women, Peace and Security
(WPS) agenda, which was first enacted in 2000 with the adoption of the
inaugural UNSCR 1325 and later expanded with subsequent resolutions.
The importance of the WPS agenda to protecting women and encouraging
their participation in conflict zones has contributed to other international
organizations, such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
deciding to incorporate a similar agenda into their operations..
The importance of the WPS agenda to protect women and encourage
their participation in conflict zones contributed to other international
organizations, such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
to incorporate a similar agenda into their operations. NATO enacted its
first policy on Women, Peace and Security in 2007 and later incorporated
Military Gender Advisors in 2009. Feminist scholars have noted a tension
between the WPS agenda and NATO, as the demand that militaries adopt
a feminist agenda may inherently militarize feminism and defeat the
purpose of the WPS agenda. Some argue that this tension speaks to the
larger point that militaries or intergovernmental alliance organizations
like NATO are incapable of advancing any feminist agenda. The authors are
interested in exploring this and other tensions at the heart of incorporating
feminist ideals into militaries by speaking directly with NATO Military
Gender Advisors, who are the sole drivers of incorporating the WPS agenda
in NATO. Despite the above-mentioned friction, the authors are more
optimistic about the ability of militaries to contribute to women’s security
and protection in places where they are already deployed. The authors
chose to examine the WPS agenda’s incorporation within NATO because it
has proven to be a model for other organizations, such as African Union
peacekeeping militaries and other partner and allied forces.
To understand how the WPS agenda is unfolding in NATO operations and
structure, the authors conducted interviews and a focus group with 19
former or current NATO Military Gender Advisors in Afghanistan and
Kosovo and two individuals from headquarters with similar roles. All
individuals were employed between 2009 and mid-2016. The interviews
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took place in 2015 and 2016, and the focus groups convened in 2016. Within
NATO, Military Gender Advisors are assigned the responsibility of advising
on and promoting the WPS agenda operationally. The authors sought to
understand the Military Gender Advisors’ perceived goals, successes, and
shortcomings, leading to an examination of how the WPS agenda has
manifested in the institution and whether it has made a credible impact in
achieving the agenda’s goals.
The information collected by the authors speaks to how the stated goals
of Military Gender Advisors align with the WPS agenda and highlights
Continued reading:
Why Women, Peace, and Security? Why Now?
By Sarah Taylor. International Peace Institute
Global Observatory, October 31, 2018.
https://theglobalobservatory.org/2018/10/
why-women-peace-and-security-whynow/
‘Crippling to our Credibility’ that Number of
Women Peacekeepers Is So Low: UN Chief
By United Nations. United Nations, October
25, 2018.
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/10/1024122
The Many Dangers of Being an Afghan
Woman in Uniform
By Sophia Jones. New York Times Magazine,
Oct. 5, 2018.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/05/
magazine/afghanistan-women-security-forces.html

their successes and challenges. From the interviews, it is clear that
Military Gender Advisors achieved the most success in changing mindsets,
institutionally and individually. The advisors were able to convince
individuals of the relevance of gender and, in turn, incorporate feminist
considerations into the operational functions of NATO. The advisors also
noted success in security and women’s empowerment, albeit less so. The
advisors described success in mitigating harm—in particular, “limiting the
accidental killing of women in NATO operations"—due to their guidance.
Military Gender Advisors would be able to inform NATO of when and
where women might be at a certain point in time and thus NATO would
refrain from attacking that specific location when women were present.
Yet, with regards to empowerment, the advisors generally spoke of more
“hoped-for” impacts in the direct contact with women, rather than
tangible changes. Many spoke of hoping to inspire just one woman to play
a larger role in her society or to join the security forces, yet they could
not present any evidence of such empowerment. Interestingly enough, the
advisors active from 2013 to 2015 reported more success in achieving the
goals outlined in their job description, which corresponds with revisions
of NATO’s action plan regarding the WPS agenda. Essentially, each revision
of the action plan allocated more support and resources toward the role of
Military Gender Advisors.
The interviews also revealed the common challenges the advisors faced
in completing their work: initial resistance to the acceptance of the
WPS agenda, inadequate resources to complete their job, and incomplete
understanding of the cultural norms and history of the countries to which
they were assigned. The most glaring of the challenges was the insufficient
cultural and intelligence briefings Military Gender Advisors received,
as well as a lack of training. NATO’s lack of support for its Military
Gender Advisors illuminates a gap between the political commitment
to gender equality and the reality on the ground. Yet, the authors point
out, the measured success of Military Gender Advisors in influencing
NATO’s operational structure to be more inclusive of gender equality is,
nonetheless, a success. Institutional change is incremental, and the authors
argue that Military Gender Advisors can be agents of change within
militaries—they are slowly moving the needle of progress to bring NATO
onboard with the WPS agenda.
11
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CONTEMPORARY RELEVANCE
This research directly connects with the ongoing armed conflict in Afghanistan.
The authors interviewed Military Gender Advisors who took part in three separate
missions deployed in Afghanistan between 2009 and 2015. The challenges identified
in the research speak directly to the barriers that exist to protecting and promoting
the participation of women in conflict zones. These challenges can be at least
partially overcome if more resources and preparation are allocated to Military
Gender Advisors so they can fulfil their stated goals. Protecting women is central to
the Women, Peace and Security (WPS) agenda, and if NATO is inadvertently putting
more women at risk for abuse and harassment, perhaps NATO should rethink its
allocation of resources and mission preparation.
An overarching theme in the interviews was an apparent gap between “rhetoric and
reality.” Military Gender Advisors reported that, although NATO had committed
to achieving gender equality and promoting the WPS agenda, there was a tangible
lack of support from the organization in implementing this agenda. Advisors lacked
access to translators, armed escorts and vehicles to venture into the field as well
as adequate cultural and intelligence briefings, all of which stymied their efforts
to achieve the goals outlined in their job descriptions. To achieve its potential—at
least to the limited extent that this is possible within the confines of patriarchal
military institutions—the WPS agenda must therefore be met with greater levels of
institutional support. The authors are sanguine that a feminist agenda can actually
change militaries in positive and meaningful ways.

TALKING POINTS
•

Assuming they have adequate resources, gender advisors can achieve incremental
success in integrating the Women, Peace and Security agenda into the institutional
structure of the military.

•

In the case of Afghanistan, by identifying women as leaders in their communities
and encouraging them to join the Afghan security forces, Military Gender Advisors
actually put civilian women at a greater risk of harassment and abuse.

•

Within multilateral organizations, such as NATO, there is a definite gap between
the stated commitments to the Women, Peace and Security agenda and the reality
on the ground.
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
These findings speak to larger debates within feminist security studies around the
capacity of militaries to advance the Women, Peace and Security (WPS) agenda. As others
have argued, merging a feminist security agenda with militarism risks a militarization
of feminism. Furthermore, it risks legitimizing the “war system,” which is antithetical
to the WPS agenda’s stated goals of protection. Militaries are, at base, instruments of
collective violence, and women and girls often face the brunt of violence perpetrated in
armed conflicts. In addition, feminists argue that the misogynistic overtones of militaries
are self-reinforcing and can ripple into civilian life in societies where militaries have
a large presence. Lastly, the authors point out that when a military is present, most
resources are typically dedicated to its existence and a military economy develops,
which takes away funding that could be dedicated to promoting security for women and
girls. Despite the above-mentioned incompatibilities, the research presented indicates
that incremental change within the mission and operational structures of NATO
is achievable if adequate support is provided. However, the authors note that more
research should be dedicated to understanding whether this incremental structural
change improves security and participation of local women in the contexts where these
militaries are active. Although some may argue that incorporation of a feminist agenda
into militaries is fundamentally impossible, the authors are more optimistic. Through
their research, the authors argue that there is the potential for militaries to contribute
to the security of women in the communities where they are deployed. Moreover, they
argue there is an opportunity for militaries to become more invested in the feminist
agenda and, in turn, facilitate a feminist vision of security.
More generally, the research highlights the opportunities and risks associated with
integrating the WPS agenda within militaries. Interviews with Military Gender Advisors
clearly identify institutional change as their greatest achievement. The minimal
success reported by Military Gender Advisors related to security and empowerment
was the direct result of the advisors’ contact with women in the field. Yet with this
perceived gain came increased risk to the civilian women themselves. In the context
of Afghanistan, the Military Gender Advisors reported that identifying women as
key leaders in their communities and encouraging them to join the Afghan security
forces actually endangered the women and put them at risk for harassment and abuse
from other men within their communities. For example, NATO’s encouragement and
assistance with elevating the rank of women within the Afghan police force subjected
those women to harassment from male colleagues. The advisors lament that this was
a consistent challenge and that, had they been provided adequate briefings related to
cultural and contextual understanding, this could have been avoided. This scenario
confirms the assertion of feminist anti-militarist scholars that militaries are not capable
of promoting protection and participation of women and that this task is better suited
for nonprofits and civil society organizations.
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Teaching War and Peace Through
Podcasts
Source | Bejtullahu, K., Kunz, R., & Stoicescu, R. (2018). Podcasting pedagogy for teaching peace and war. Peace Review, 30(1), 1-8.

Keywords
podcasts
peace education
technology in classrooms

Teaching on topics of war and peace can be challenging under the best
circumstances but even more so when students are not given the tools
to effectively engage with the curriculum. Educators frequently look
for better ways to discuss these complex and emotional topics that will
resonate with their students while still achieving important course
objectives. Audio podcasts provide one such avenue for effectively engaging
students. Audio components are not new to the classroom, but they are
becoming more common as their public counterparts—such as podcasts
and internet radio programs—have increased in popularity over the last
decade. A recent push in classrooms, therefore, is an effort to identify
constructive ways to use podcasts to help students interact with the
curriculum in a more personal way that allows for a better understanding
of the topics being taught.
In this article, the authors discuss the development of an International
Security course they designed that utilizes podcasts in an interactive
process of teaching, learning, and evaluation. Rather than having their
students access podcasts as the finished product of someone else’s work,
their educational focus is on the process of creating a podcast: i.e., the
programming design, the investigation and interviewing of sources, and the
construction of narratives around issues of war and peace. The authors cite
previous studies that point to the strong learning benefits of podcasts when
students engage in their production, specifically benefits derived from the
responsibility of delivering a product, which “encourages a more attentive
examination of its content and the development of academic responsibility
toward it.”
Perhaps even more importantly, the authors also point to the educational
value of podcasting’s ability to embody and humanize the study of
war and peace in ways the field’s more traditional methods of teaching
lack. A motivation for this study, and one of the authors’ criticisms of
traditional International Relations teaching methods, is the way in which
many current methods render the study of peace and war “abstract and
disembodied.” University students often receive online reading lists that
provide “little incentive to visit a library or archive, conduct interviews,
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Continued reading:
Things That Go Boom
A Podcast by Inkstick Media and Public
Radio International (PRI).
https://inkstickmedia.com/introducing-things-go-boom/
The Value of Using Podcasts in Class
By Michael Godsey. The Atlantic, March 17, 2016.
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2016/03/the-benefits-of-podcastsin-class/473925/
Creating and Using Podcasts Across the
Disciplines
By Laura A. Guertin. Currents in Teaching
and Learning, Vol. 2, No. 2, Spring 2010. Reposted by Rick Reis on Stanford University’s
Tomorrow’s Professor series.
https://tomprof.stanford.edu/posting/1026

collect different testimonies, or look for the concrete ways in which
abstract questions of peace and war, or international politics more broadly,
are manifest in people’s lives.” Developing podcasts, the authors believe,
is a way to address this criticism because the process encourages greater
creativity through the identification of and interaction with sources of
information, rather than allowing students to be “passive absorbers of
knowledge” who feel distanced from the material they are examining.
Their course was structured around four different activities: lectures on
peace, war, and security; reading and debating on more specific themes
(such as securitization, gender and (in)security, terrorism, and others);
workshop modules on listening and developing a voice, multimedia
analysis, and various technical components of podcasting; and presentations
from radio and podcasting producers and experts. Throughout the process,
there were also opportunities for peer and teacher feedback sessions to
“ensure a more interactive and reflexive learning experience.” The students
were then given the opportunity to choose their own subject (related to
peace and war), style of expression, and types of sources or testimonies, as
well as other creative elements of their podcast. Throughout the process,
teachers encouraged students to question what constitutes “proper”
academic practice when it comes to discussing peace, war, and violence, as
well as their political significance. The teachers would ask students, “Why
do we read or listen to some points of view over others?” And, “Why do
we find certain sources more credible or relevant than others?” These
questions helped the students develop their podcasts through critically
examining what “sources, voices, testimonies, or experiences to bring into
their podcasts, why and how.”
Through this process, the authors believe that the students “autonomously
acquired theoretical and empirical knowledge” relevant to their chosen
topic and sources. Another interesting observation from the course was
the way podcasts helped the students reflect on the “scriptedness” of
politics that favors some voices, opinions, and views over others. The field
of International Relations and debates on issues of war and peace, argue
the authors, are especially susceptible to scripts that encourage “binarydriven thinking” (friend/foe, north/south, good/evil, savior/victim) instead
of deeper reflection. While developing their podcasts, students had to
decide what scripts to employ and what scripts to “unscript” or “rescript”
through deeper analysis, reflection, or clarification. The authors conclude
by arguing that podcasts offer an important, alternative way of studying
war and peace: they provide students with a creative outlet to humanize
the study of peace and war that encourages the deconstruction of “black
and white” binary thinking.
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CONTEMPORARY RELEVANCE
In 2018, nearly half of Americans over the age of 12 listen to podcasts—a sharp
rise from the 11% who used them in 2006.1 This growth in podcast consumption
reflects similar technology trends that have translated into the growing presence
of tablets, computers, and “smart” devices in today’s classrooms—many of which
have proven to be valuable resources to both teachers and students alike. However,
new technologies do not necessarily translate into useful teaching aids or improve
the learning experience of students. Introducing tools such as podcasts or other
technology into the classroom should always be scrutinized and open for debate, but
when new tools and techniques are found to be effective, they should be welcomed
and encouraged. As our world becomes more integrated with the technology that
surrounds us, it will become more important to harness tools that allow for creative
ways to advance teaching methods and to help students address and comprehend
complex topics.

TALKING POINTS
•

Podcasts provide an engaging way to teach complex topics related to war and peace.

•

Developing podcasts helps students humanize the study of war and peace, as they
contend with the concrete ways in which conflicts manifest themselves in the lives
of real human beings.

•

Developing podcasts related to war and peace helps students identify and
appreciate the various arguments about and points of view on a conflict.

•

Developing podcasts helps students reflect on the “scriptedness” of politics and
criticize the “binary-driven thinking” (black/white, friend/foe, north/south, good/
evil, savior/victim) of politics and international relations, as they must choose
which scripts about war and peace to adopt or reject in their own podcast
narratives.

1 Edison Research & Triton Digital. (2018). On the rise: Steady growth for podcasts, rapid growth for smart speakers.
The Infinite Dial (an annual report that measures trends in media use and consumption habits), March 8. https://www.
edisonresearch.com/infinite-dial-2018/

/podcasts
Photo Credit:theintercept.com
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Podcasts can be seen as a way to formally accept technology into the classroom.
Cell phones, computers, smart devices, nd so on are prohibited in many classrooms.
However, denying students the tools (or, some argue, vices) that are becoming more
a part of our our everyday life is becoming more and more difficult to justify. By
integrating podcasts, or other forms of technology, into classrooms, educators and
students can begin to construct norms of acceptable use of technology in the classroom.
In doing so, they will also be better equipped to contrast acceptable use with distracting
or inappropriate use of technology, simultaneously removing the negative stigma of
technology and discouraging its unofficial classroom use.
Because students are becoming increasingly familiar with the underlying technology of
podcasts, their use in the classroom can broaden educational options in an accessible,
nonthreatening way. Creating podcasts can serve as a tool to help students reflect or
elaborate on class discussions or to record and share notes. Aside from the creation
process, listening to others' podcasts offers benefits as well. Educators can record classes
or specific lectures to share with absent students, podcasts can provide access to experts
and voices that would otherwise be inaccessible, and educators and universities can
utilize podcasts to increase the reach of and audience for their material.
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What to Do When Negotiations Are
Premature: Learning From the 2013-2014
“Kerry Initiative” in Israel/Palestine

Source | Ramsbotham, O. & Schiff, A. (2018). When formal negotiations fail: Strategic negotiation, ripeness theory, and the Kerry Initiative.
Negotiation and Conflict Management Research, 11(4), 321-340.

Keywords
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negotiation
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When negotiation processes fail, third parties may be at a loss for how
to proceed. As was the case for U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry’s peace
efforts in Israel/Palestine in 2013-2014, they may dial back their goals and
still find that parties cannot even agree to a mere “document of principles”
with reservations. The authors ask, first, why did the Kerry Initiative fail?
And, second, what can be done in such cases? The authors propose what
they call a “strategic negotiation” approach, which can address situations
where the parties are not even prepared to take the prenegotiation steps
necessary to bring them to the table in the first place—or to make their
attempts successful once there.
To address the first question, the authors examine four negotiation theories to see what they tell us about why Kerry’s peace efforts failed. First,
Zartman’s ripeness theory argues that parties will be ready to negotiate if
they a) experience a “mutually hurting stalemate” (a situation where both
are hurting from the conflict and neither sees a path to victory) and b) see
a “way out” (through a negotiated settlement, for which they think the
other party is also ready). Second, extending ripeness theory to explain
why negotiations may succeed, Zartman’s push and pull model highlights two
necessary conditions: a “mutually hurting stalemate” (again) and a “mutually enticing opportunity.” Whereas the former means sustaining parties’
perceptions of the conflict’s “ripeness” in order to keep them at the table,
the latter means crafting an agreement formula that will meet parties’
“needs and interests better than the status quo.” Third, Pruitt’s central coalition theory suggests that parties will be more likely to begin negotiations
and reach an agreement if there is a broad spectrum of political actors on
each side constituting the “central coalition” in support of negotiations.
Finally, Fisher and Ury’s principled negotiation theory identifies four elements
for successful negotiation: 1) separating the people from the problem, 2)
focusing on interests instead of positions, 3) inventing multiple options for
mutual gain, and 4) using objective criteria to assess these options and to
come to agreement.
With regards to ripeness theory and the push and pull model, the authors conclude that the Israelis and Palestinians did not perceive a mutually hurting
stalemate, as both had options they preferred to the U.S.-led negotiation
process (and proposed solution): Palestinians preferred a different process
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Continued reading:
The Day Israeli-Palestinian Peace Seemed
Within Reach By Martin Indyk. The Atlantic,
September 13, 2018.
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/
archive/2018/09/25-years-oslo-anniversary-israeli-palestinian-peace/570190/
A New Law in Israel Complicates Future
Peace Talks. Here’s Why.
By Joshua Freedman. The Washington Post,
August 15, 2018.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/
monkey-cage/wp/2018/08/15/a-new-lawin-israel-complicates-future-peace-talksheres-why/?utm_term=.9af25da34f21

(applying pressure on Israel through international institutions), and Israel
preferred a different outcome to the proposed “two-state solution” (the
status quo). Moreover, neither party believed the other was serious about
negotiation, so they didn’t see a “way out” through the process; and the
process and/or outcome alternatives preferred by either party meant that
no “mutually enticing opportunity” could be crafted to bring them to a
successful settlement. With regards to central coalition theory, neither Abbas
(of Palestine) nor Netanyahu (of Israel) enjoyed a broad “central coalition” in support of negotiations. Abbas was politically “weak” and “lacked
legitimacy among the Palestinian public,” facing opposition to negotiations
within his government and a split between his Fatah party and Hamas,
while Netanyahu’s coalition government was vulnerable if he was perceived to go too far in his concessions to Palestine. As for principled negotiation theory, the conflict parties were not yet ready to separate the people
from the problem, focus on interests instead of positions, brainstorm
options for mutual gain, or judge these on the basis of objective criteria
(which were themselves under dispute). In addition, the mediator (Kerry)
also inadvertently hindered the peace process through his over-ambitious
negotiation schedule, parties’ impressions of his favoritism, and his team’s
failure to demonstrate comprehension of the conflict’s complexities.
Since the conditions for a successful negotiation did not yet exist, the authors suggest that a “strategic negotiation” approach would have been helpful to identify what was “block[ing] the way” and therefore how to establish
the conditions necessary for formal negotiations to begin. Outlining the first
of three “levels” of strategic negotiation, the authors note that this approach
“starts where the conflicting parties are, not where third parties want them
to be,” with collective strategic thinking within each of the parties. This level
entails “open and inclusive” debate and strategizing among internal constituencies with regards to what each party wants and how it can best get
there, with a key dimension being how each party weighs its “strategic
alternatives.” The second level is strategic engagement “across and between
the conflicting parties,” which can serve to build lines of communication
between them and also to clarify new issues and/or possible solutions. The
third level is the involvement of third parties, who, the authors argue, can never
be completely neutral or disinterested since they necessarily have their own
agendas, even if those simply entail the desire to influence the strategic calculations of the parties in favor of successful negotiations.
In the end, the authors argue, what the strategic negotiation approach contributes is a greater awareness of the various parties’ strategic alternatives
so that parties can more fully consider and debate their implications—and
so that third parties can use these to put pressure on the parties to come to
agreement.
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CONTEMPORARY RELEVANCE
With the Israeli/Palestinian peace process currently stalled, the finding here—that
there is an approach conflict parties and third parties can adopt to make progress
even when negotiations themselves are out of reach—provides at least some hope.
It is hope that is sorely needed: protests in Gaza since March 2018, demanding the
Palestinian right of return and condemning the blockade of Gaza, have resulted
in a heavy-handed Israeli response that has killed at least 200 Palestinians, while
a Palestinian sniper from Gaza has killed one Israeli soldier and Hamas has fired
rockets into Israel; the U.S. has unilaterally moved its embassy to Jerusalem,
preempting the parties’ own negotiations over final-status issues; a new law in
Israel solidifies the Jewish character of the state and therefore the second-class
status of non-Jewish Israelis; and, more recently, Hamas has engaged in fatal attacks
against Israeli soldiers and settlers in the West Bank. And these are only some of
the most reported escalations of this intractable conflict. The focus of this research
on the crucial role of internal deliberation (or “collective strategic thinking”) as a
preliminary step to prepare parties for negotiation suggests the importance of efforts
within both Israeli and Palestinian communities at this juncture to amplify dissenting
voices—of which there are many—in order to clarify the alternative paths the parties
could be taking, as well as to highlight the costs associated with the current path.

TALKING POINTS
•

The Israeli/Palestinian peace process facilitated by U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry
in 2013-2014 failed for various reasons, including the following:

•

both parties had options they preferred over the U.S.-led negotiations and/or 		
proposed solution,

•

both parties lacked sufficient domestic support for negotiations,

•

neither party believed the other was serious about negotiations or was ready 		
to employ key elements of principled negotiation.

•

When conditions for a successful negotiation process do not yet exist, a “strategic
negotiation” approach can be helpful in identifying obstacles and therefore also the
conditions necessary for formal negotiations to begin.

•

The three levels of a strategic negotiation approach—1) collective strategic thinking,
2) strategic engagement, and 3) involvement of third parties—encourage greater
awareness of the parties’ strategic alternatives so that parties can more fully
consider and debate their implications and so that third parties can then use these
implications to put pressure on the parties to come to agreement

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Although third parties may be understandably single-minded about getting the parties
to come together for negotiations, this research suggests that doing so too soon can be
counterproductive—and that more energy should be devoted, when negotiations are
premature, to fleshing out alternative scenarios both within and across parties. For third
parties, the trick is to carefully note the range of options identified on each side, along
with their various negative and positive implications, and use this information to their
strategic advantage by putting pressure on parties in the direction of an outcome that
will be mutually acceptable. Third parties can also clarify how the current situation
hurts—and is costly for—both sides. Finally, third parties should do what they can to
make a negotiated solution enticing for a broad range of constituents on each side, so
that the negotiating team—when it emerges and embarks on the peace process—has
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Assessing the European Union’s
Inclusive Peacebuilding Efforts in
Georgia and Yemen

Source | Dudouet, V.; Eshaq, A.; Basilaia, E.; & Macharashvili, N. (2018). From policy to action: Assessing the European Union’s approach to inclusive mediation and dialogue support in Georgia and Yemen. Peacebuilding, 6(3), 183-200.
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Over the past decade, international organizations have increasingly recognized the importance of inclusive peace processes and political transitions
in countries ravaged by violent conflict. Rather than investing all efforts in
the elite-level, “Track 1” negotiations, peacebuilding actors—including the
European Union (EU)—have focused energy along the whole spectrum of
actors from governments and elite actors to the grass roots. Emblematic of
the so-called “Whole-of-Society” (WOS) approach to peacebuilding and conflict prevention adopted by the EU, this inclusivity is especially concerned
with incorporating the voices of a wide range of actors who may have his-

					
Track 1: “official discussions between
high-level governmental and military
leaders focusing on ceasefires, peace
talks, treaties and other agreements…
[and] typically limited to a small
number of national stakeholders…”
Track 2: “unofficial dialogue and
problem-solving activities aimed
at building relationships between
civil society leaders and influential
individuals who have the ability to
impact the official level dynamics
through lobbying, advocacy or
consultation channels.”
Track 3: “inter- or intra-community
dialogue activities at the grassroots
level to encourage mutual interaction
and understanding.”

torically been marginalized—a shift in focus that reflects an acknowledgement that exclusion can act as a major driver of violent conflict.
In 2009, the EU committed itself to inclusivity in its various mediation and
dialogue efforts. This research aims to determine, almost ten years later, the
extent to which the EU is actually living up to this commitment to inclusive peacebuilding. In particular, in light of the tension between inclusivity
and effectiveness, how do EU actors “seek to overcome this dilemma when
promoting, supporting or facilitating mediation and dialogue processes in
third countries”? To respond to these questions, the authors draw on case
study reports, secondary literature, and interviews with EU staff members
to analyze two recent cases where the EU has been actively engaged in
peacebuilding and conflict prevention activities: Georgia and Yemen.
Despite scholarly debate over the definition of “inclusivity,” it can be broadly understood to comprise two levels: inter-elite inclusion (of all the “key
stakeholders who have the capacity to implement and/or spoil peace and
who represent important constituencies”) and broader societal inclusion
(of those who have been marginalized or who have “limited resources…
[or] influence…”). On the one hand, greater inclusion is seen to benefit the
legitimacy and sustainability of peace agreement outcomes. On the other,
however, greater inclusion could instead make it much harder to reach an
agreement in the first place, with a greater number of parties to satisfy.
Furthermore, there is the crucial issue of whether those “included” actually
have the capacity for their participation to be meaningful. In light of these
concerns, peacebuilding actors must develop “inclusive enough” approaches
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that “enable a genuine participatory process without impeding the efficiency of decision-making.” Three such approaches identified by the authors
include: 1) inclusive national dialogues with mechanisms for efficient decision-making, 2) capacity-building support for marginalized groups, 3) and
coordination/feedback between different “tracks.”
Turning to the case studies, the authors examine how and to what extent
the EU addresses this “inclusivity/effectiveness dilemma” in its peacebuilding activities. In Georgia, the EU is directly involved in Track 1 mediation
efforts through various initiatives. However, even though this involvement
is important for preventing a re-escalation of the conflict, it is largely
seen as an “exclusionary and elitist” process. On the Track 2 level, the EU
provides a communication channel between different actors, consults with
Continued reading:
Renewed Hope for Peace in Yemen
By Martin Griffiths. The New York Times,
December 6, 2018.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/06/opinion/yemen-sweden-famine-peace-talks.html
‘We Are Willing to Die Here’: The Fight for
Women’s Rights in Yemen
By Neha Wadekar. The New York Times,
November 20, 2018.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/20/magazine/yemen-war-women.html
Houthi Delegation Leaves Yemen for Talks
in Sweden
By Declan Walsh. The New York Times,
December 4, 2018.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/04/
world/middleeast/houthi-yemen-peacetalks-sweden.html

civil society organizations and attempts to elevate their voices to the Track 1
level, and coordinates “technical” problem-solving workshops. With regards
to Track 3, the EU funds “grassroots dialogue initiatives” to create “contacts
across conflict divides.”
Meanwhile, Yemen is still in the midst of civil war and an on-going Saudi-led military intervention. The EU has not directly mediated this conflict
but rather supported a national dialogue process—the National Dialogue
Conference (NDC)—which took place from March 2013 to January 2014. It
emerged as a result of talks spearheaded by the EU and others after popular
protests challenged President Saleh’s rule in 2011 and was intended to lay
the groundwork for a new constitution. The NDC was conceived as an inclusive process, with quotas for underrepresented groups, and the EU’s role
was to advocate and conduct outreach to ensure that this broad inclusion
became a reality, especially through capacity-building work with youth and
women’s organizations. Beyond this formal process, the EU supported Track
2 efforts by providing a “neutral space” for dialogue between stakeholders
and maintained communication channels between parties, even after the
Saudi military intervention began in 2015. At Track 2 and 3 levels, the EU
sponsored local dialogues, “dialogue platforms for civil society representatives,” and “two grassroots inter-community projects” focused on reconciliation and capacity-building, among other concerns.
In both Yemen and in Georgia, the EU’s attempts to make its mediation and
dialogue efforts “inclusive enough” achieved only partial success. In short,
the authors found that “there is still a significant gap between the policy
expectations for a WOS approach to mediation and dialogue support and
the realities on the ground.” An overarching challenge in both cases was the
lack of effective mechanisms for strengthening input across levels (Tracks
1, 2, and 3), as well as difficulties associated with reaching certain groups
and ensuring their meaningful participation, often due to geopolitical and/
or cultural pressures. Although these inclusive mediation and dialogue
approaches have not yet fostered meaningful conflict transformation in
either Georgia or Yemen, the authors suggest that perhaps these approaches
should still be pursued for their own sake, even if they have not yet met
with full success.
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CONTEMPORARY RELEVANCE
After over three years of civil war in Yemen, including a prolonged military
intervention by Saudi-led (and U.S.-supported) forces that has not hesitated to target
civilians, thousands of people have died and millions more face death from famine
or disease caused by the distraction of the country’s infrastructure and health
services. The international community is concerned that recent fighting in the
city of Hudaydah could jeopardize humanitarian aid shipments to the country. In
this context, the main parties recently agreed to UN-mediated talks in Sweden and
emerged from them with a ceasefire agreement to allow humanitarian shipments
through Hudaydah. Broader political talks are expected in January. This Track 1
process is far from the inclusive (or even “inclusive enough”) ideal discussed in the
above research, though one could argue that the dire humanitarian situation requires
only that the process be efficient and effective, with as few stakeholders present as
are necessary to stop the fighting. When the time comes for a more comprehensive
political settlement, the country can build on its 2013-2014 National Dialogue
Conference to craft an agreement that takes account of the human toll this war has
taken on its citizens.

TALKING POINTS
•

Peacebuilding actors who wish to promote inclusive peace processes must contend
with the tension between the legitimacy and sustainability benefits of inclusivity,
on one hand, and the challenges inclusivity poses for reaching any settlement at all,
on the other.

•

“Inclusive enough” peace processes “enable a genuine participatory process without
impeding the efficiency of decision-making.”

•

Three approaches to “inclusive enough” peace processes include: 1) inclusive
national dialogues with mechanisms to facilitate efficient decision-making, 2)
capacity-building support for marginalized groups so that their participation in
negotiation processes is more meaningful, and 3) attention to and coordination/
feedback between different “tracks.”

•

The EU is committed to inclusivity in its mediation and dialogue efforts, but their
work in Yemen and Georgia shows there is room for improvement, especially with
regards to the lack of effective mechanisms for strengthening input across levels
(Tracks 1, 2, and 3), as well as difficulties associated with reaching certain groups
and ensuring their meaningful participation.
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Intuitively, we know that for peace to be sustainable, an elite-level Track 1 agreement
ultimately needs to be grounded in—and reinforced by—dialogue and reconciliation
work at the grassroots level, lest animosities stoked by the violent conflict simply
resurface to break the meticulously worded agreement. Although inclusive peace
processes make sense, however, they do come with challenges. The authors’ analysis of
EU mediation and dialogue efforts in Georgia and Yemen highlights a few key areas of
focus for improved “inclusive enough” peace processes more generally. First, a central
task for peacebuilders is to craft mechanisms that can effectively link the different
peacebuilding “tracks,” such that concerns that surface at the grassroots Track 3 level,
for instance, can inform problem-solving workshops at Track 2 or even political
negotiations at Track 1. Second, peacebuilders must always look beyond “quantitative”
inclusion—that quotas are filled, for instance—to “qualitative” inclusion—that people
from marginalized groups actually have the capacity to participate in dialogue and
negotiations in meaningful and influential ways. An important question to ask is, what
is blocking meaningful participation, and what can be done to take that barrier away?
For example, when substantial internal disagreement exists within a group, internal
negotiations may be needed first, so that the group can develop and identify a unified
position and present a more powerful voice in negotiations. (See the previous analysis
in this issue on Ramsbotham and Schiff’s “strategic negotiation” approach.) Third,
peacebuilders must look beyond the immediate configuration of local stakeholders to
consider the role that powerful neighboring countries may be playing in the conflict and
perhaps in hampering efforts to transform it—by, for instance, limiting the ability of
certain groups to participate in the peace process in meaningful ways.
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TESTIMONIALS
This Magazine is where the academic field and
the practitioners meet. It is the ideal source for the
Talkers, the Writers and the Doers who need to inform
and educate themselves about the fast growing field
of Peace Science for War Prevention Initiatives!
John W. McDonald
U.S. Ambassador, ret.
Chairman and CEO, Institute for Multi-Track Diplomacy
As a longtime peace activist, I’ve grown weary of the
mainstream perception that “peace is for dreamers.”
That’s why the Peace Science Digest is such as useful
tool; it gives me easy access to the data and the
science to make the case for peacebuilding and war
prevention as both practical and possible. This is a
wonderful new resource for all who seek peaceful
solutions in the real world.
Kelly Campbell
Executive Director, Oregon Physicians for Social
Responsibility Co-founder,
9/11 Families for Peaceful Tomorrows
The Peace Science Digest is the right approach to
an ever-present challenge: how do you get cuttingedge peace research that is often hidden in hard-toaccess academic journals into the hands of a broader
audience? With its attractive on-line format, easy to
digest graphics and useful short summaries, the Peace
Science Digest is a critically important tool for anyone
who cares about peace – as well as a delight to read.”
Aubrey Fox
Executive Director (FMR), Institute for Economics and Peace
The field of peace science has long suffered from a
needless disconnect between current scholarship and
relevant practice. The Peace Science Digest serves as a
vital bridge. By regularly communicating cutting-edge
peace research to a general audience, this publication
promises to advance contemporary practice of peace
and nonviolent action. I don’t know of any other
outlet that has developed such an efficient forum
for distilling the key insights from the latest scholarly
innovations for anyone who wants to know more
about this crucial subject. I won’t miss an issue.
Erica Chenoweth
Professor & Associate Dean for Research at the Josef
Korbel School of
International Studies at the University of Denver
Peace Science Digest is a valuable tool for translating
scholarly research into practical conclusions in
support of evidence-based approaches to preventing
armed conflict.
David Cortright
Director of Policy Studies at the Kroc Institute of
International Peace Studies at the
University of Notre Dame
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How many times are we asked about the effectiveness
of alternatives to violent conflict? Reading Peace
Science Digest offers a quick read on some of the
best research focused on that important question.
It offers talking points and summarizes practical
implications. Readers are provided with clear,
accessible explanations of theories and key concepts.
It is a valuable resource for policy-makers, activists
and scholars. It is a major step in filling the gap
between research findings and application.
Joseph Bock
Director, School of Conflict Management,
Peacebuilding and Development
We must welcome the expansion of peace awareness
into any and every area of our lives, in most of which
it must supplant the domination of war and violence
long established there. The long-overdue and much
appreciated Digest is filling an important niche in that
'peace invasion.' No longer will anyone be able to deny
that peace is a science that can be studied and practiced.
Michael Nagler
Founder of the Metta Center for Nonviolence
The Peace Science Digest is a major contribution to
the peace and security field. It makes complex issues
more understandable, enabling professional outfits
like ours to be more effective in our global work.
The Digest underscores that preventing war is about
more than good intentions or power; it is also about
transferable knowledge and science.
Mark Freeman
Founder and Executive Director of the Institute for
Integrated Transitions (IFIT).
The distillation of the latest academic studies offered
by the Peace Science Digest is not only an invaluable
time-saving resource for scholars and policymakers
concerned with preventing the next war, but for
journalists and organizers on the front lines, who can
put their findings to good use as they struggle to hold
the powerful accountable and to build a more just
and peaceful world.
Eric Stoner
Co-founder and Editor, Waging Nonviolence
Peace Science Digest is an invaluable tool for
advocates for peace, as much as for educators. In it
one quickly finds the talking points needed to persuade
others, and the research to back those points up.
David Swanson
Director, World Beyond War
“The Digest is smartly organized, engaging, and
provides a nice synthesis of key research on conflict,
war, and peace with practical and policy relevance.
The Digest’s emphasis on “contemporary relevance,”
“talking points,” and “practical implications” is a
breath of fresh air for those of us trying to bridge
the academic-policy-practitioner divides. Highly
recommended reading.”
Maria J. Stephan
Senior Advisor, United States Institute of Peace
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Political Violence @ a Glance answers
questions on the most pressing problems related
to violence and protest in the world’s conflict
zones. Analysis comes from a distinguished team
of experts from some of America’s top universities. The goal is to anticipate the questions
you have about violence happening around the
world and to offer you simple, straight-forward
analysis before anyone else does. No jargon. No
lingo. Just insightful content.
www. politicalviolenceataglance.org
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OUR VISION
OUR MISSION
OUR CORE
VALUES

Our vision is a world beyond war by 2030 and humanity united by a global system of peace with justice.
Our mission is to advance the Global Peace System by supporting, developing and collaborating with
peacebuilding efforts in all sectors of society.
Nonviolence – We promote strategic and principled nonviolent solutions over any kind of armed conflict.
Empathy – We view social problems through the eyes of others and respectfully communicate with each
other in the pursuit of mutual understanding.
Planetary loyalty – We consider ourselves global citizens, living in harmony with humanity and nature.
Moral imagination – We strive for a moral perception of the world in that we: (1) imagine people in a web
of relationships including their enemies; (2) foster the understanding of others as an opportunity rather
than a threat; (3) pursue the creative process as the wellspring that feeds the building of peace; and (4) risk
stepping into the unknown landscape beyond violence

AREAS OF FOCUS

WE SUPPORT

Support Rotary International’s focus on peace by aiding the Rotarian Action Group for Peace with human,
logistical and content-related resources.
Support development of effective strategies to convince Americans that the United States should not
promote war, militarism or weapons proliferation, but rather embrace conflict resolution practices that
have been shown to prevent, shorten, and eliminate war as viable alternatives to local, regional and global
conflicts.
Support building grassroots social movements seeking a world beyond war.

WE EDUCATE

Actively contribute to peace science and public scholarship on war prevention issues.
Share information and resources with multiple constituencies in an understandable manner.
Provide evidence-based information on peace and conflict issues with immediately potential doable
policy advice to public policy makers.
Advance the understanding and growth of the Global Peace System.

WE ENGAGE

Convene national and international experts in ongoing constructive dialog on war prevention issues via
our Parkdale Peace Gatherings.
Connect likely and unlikely allies to create new opportunities.
Participate in peacebuilding networks and membership organizations.

UNDERLYING
ASSUMPTIONS

We are at a stage in human history where we can say with confidence that there are better and more
effective alternatives to war and violence.
A Global Peace System is evolving.
Poverty, employment, energy, education, the environment and other social and natural factors are interconnected in peacebuilding.
Peace Science and Peace Education provide a path to a more just and peaceful world.
Multi-track diplomacy offers a sectoral framework for creating peacebuilding opportunities
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